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War vet convert awarded QSM
We congratulate Brother Muhammud Zayd Ian Blisset who has been honoured
recently with a Queen's Service Medal “for services to the community”.
He attributes much of this helping hand attitude to his upbringing in England.
“I was born the year the war broke out [1939], but after the war, everybody
helped everybody. We knew our neighbours up the street, down the street. My
father used to have people knock on the door asking for help and I was
brought up to think that was
normal. What more can I say?”
He has had a varied life,
including moving to the USA and
serving in the American Army
during the Korean War. He
moved to Blenheim, Marlborough
region, in 1972 with his family.
He converted to Islam 25 years
ago, and then met his wife,
Nisha. However, as a keen
reader, he explains, “Everyone
thinks Nisha converted me, but I
read my way into Islam.”
He is the founding president of
Br Md Zayd Ian Blisset (left) with
the Marlborough Muslim
Governor-General Sir Jerry Mateparai
Association of Marlborough, an
executive committee member of the NZ Korean Veterans Association
Marlborough, and a Justice of the Peace.
Among the services he has given to the (Muslim and non-Muslim) community
are supporting the Muslim community with immigration, legal and employment
issues; working as a halal supervisor and welfare office for the National Union
of Railway Workers, covering Picton and Kaikoura; providing second-language
support for the police, Marlborough courthouse and visiting forces at the air
force base at Woodbourne; working with the Marlborough Pacific Island
Community Trust; driving for Meals on Wheels; and being involved in the
Orchid Society.
He nearly got to sing as a child at the coronation of Queen Elizabeth II, but his
voice broke. “Now, a lifetime later, the same monarch, this happens.”
In 2012, he won a similar, regional award, as one of the Kiwibank Local Heroes
for Marlborough.
May Allah (swt) reward Brother Zayd for his long-term contributions to the
welfare of many different sectors of society.
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Memories of hajj
Insha Allah, Eid ul-Adha falls in the middle of October, marking the
willingness of Ibrahim (as) to obey the command of Allah (swt) to
sacrifice his son Ismail (as), and the hajj season. Everyone who goes
on hajj has a different tale to tell. The following memories are from
various blogs on the internet.
Getting there
In the Hajj terminal, while waiting for fajr, flocks of people were coming in
from all over the world. Respective groups were waiting for their buses to take
them to Makkah. While waiting for ours, I took time to observe the beautiful
diversity of the human race around me.
Then I noticed a group of African sisters who went to collect their packets of
Mandi rice which we were all served with as well. They sat by us and seemed
to not be wearing any footwear. They were feisty. While we seemed to be
slightly lethargic from the long flight, the sisters were on a roll, busy moving
around to get things done. We had luggage all around and they seemed not to
have carried much with them. Just bundles of clothes. How beautiful and
simple, I thought. I observed them as they spoke in what sounded like Hausa
to me.

from Nigeria
on foot

As I sat in a corner, one of the ladies from our group came next to me saying
she just had a conversation with one of them. She told me they were from
Nigeria and that they had come here from their hometowns on foot. And when
she asked how they navigated their way here, one of them said, ”We just walk,
we have Allah. Allah will help us.”
I was in tears.
Seeing the ka’bah
Normally people are advised to keep their eyes down until reaching
the mataf (the circumambulation area around the ka’bah). However, I was so
excited that I couldn’t keep my eyes down at all. I looked straight from the
Fatah Gate and immediately caught a glimpse of the ka’bah.
We then slowly manoeuvred through the crowd, and finally, I found myself
standing right in front of the
House of Allah. After 16 years!!!
Allahu Akbar.
Before going to hajj, I used to
fantasise a lot about how I
would feel when I saw the
House of Allah. Every time I
thought about that special
moment, I would shed a tear or
two. However, when I was
actually standing before the
House of Allah, I could not cry.
The beauty, the majesty, and
the magnificence of the House
of Allah shook my inside and
out, and left me completely
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hallucinated and unsure about how I should react.
When I overcame my initial shock after two or three rounds of
circumambulation around the ka’bah, its majesty and magnificence gave rise to
another feeling in my heart. I felt that the ka’bah was looking at me and asking
me, “So what?” It was as if the ka’bah was telling me, “So what if you are a
king or a president of a big country? So what if you are a billionaire? So what if
you are such an important person?”

so what?

This “so what” was like a rhetorical question. The answer of a rhetorical
question is never given to you. Because you already know the answer. I also
knew that answer to the rhetorical question that I felt the ka’bah was throwing
towards me.
“So what if you are so and so?”
“Absolutely nothing.”
This was the answer.
Leaving it too late
It is Friday and the word is that we should be in the Haram at least 90 minutes
before adhan. I stand at the window and like ants I see groups of hajis and
their women converging on the Haram. A slight tremor of trepidation goes
through me; perhaps I need to get going even though it is only 10.15 am. I
look out and down. I am not even two minutes’ walk from the entrance, I
think, I can make a dash, there is no hurry.
Slowly I gather my backpack and stroll towards the elevators.
This is where I
realise that either
my clock was wrong
or I had
overestimated my
ease of getting to
the Haram. After
getting off the
packed elevator, I
almost fly to the
Haram. As I reach
the Haram there are
two women in front
of me at the Nisa
entrance, and they
have been stopped.
My heart sinks; the
guard is saying to
them in Arabic that
the Haram is full to capacity.

Haram full

I look up. The red “No entry” sign is on, while a second ago it was green and it
is only 10.30 am. The red sign indicates that the Haram is full and there is no
more entry permitted. I am bathed with self-recrimination at my earlier
feelings of over confidence. It is Allah reading my heart recognising my
priorities and then showing them to me in real-time. I am in Mecca, it is
Jumma, I am in front of the Haram and yet I cannot enter it!
I know now that those whisperings of ”You have plenty of time to get to the
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Haram because you are in this hotel not even 500 ft from the entrance” were
from the sworn enemy of the children of Adam.

sun beating down

I find a place near the
entrance barely enough to
put down my sajadah. I look
at the wall of the Haram and
in front of me are the
trashcans and a mound of
shoes of the worshippers
who are inside or
somewhere. Above me the
sun moves and shines in full
glory on me without the
shadow of the Haram to
protect me and give me
shade. I am reminded of the seven who will get shade on the Day of Judgment.
As the heat of the sun penetrates every cell of my body, I pray fervently that
Allah will make me one of the seven for even with the sun so far away, I am
needing shade.
Joining janazah
Right from the first salah I said in the Haram at Makkah, after salatul dhuhr,
we had risen up to say janazah for some Muslims who had died that morning,
and that sound of ”Salatul mawt, athabakumullaah” was to become a refrain
after almost every salah both in
Makkah and Madinah.

several at once

follow the
janazah

4

At times it would be children,
and the Imam would say Salatul
mawt 'alal tifl (the prayer for a
dead child), and at times, it
would be over five people all at
the same time. This was not
surprising in a crowd of over
two million people of varying
ages, different health
conditions, and the additional
rigours of the hajj season. Also,
for a lot of people, it was an
answer to their prayer to die in
the blessed land, prayed upon
by over two million Muslims.
In the sahih hadith, we learn
that he who participates in the
janazah prayer receives one
qirat of reward, while he who
goes on further to follow the
janazah to the cemetery, and
waits until the corpse is buried,
will receive two qirats of
reward. So as much as I was
able to participate in the janazah prayers daily at the Haram, I was looking
forward to being able to follow the janazah to the burial ground but, try as I
did, it proved difficult.
© Mount Albert Islamic Trust
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Performing janazah prayer
Few of us attend funerals regularly so we are not as familiar with the prayers
or the procedure as we would like to be.
Our five daily prayers are fard ’ain – they are our individual responsibility, so
we learn from an early age to perform them correctly.

collective
obligation

Janazah prayer, on the other hand, is fard kifayah – a collective obligation. If a
single Muslim who has reached the age of mumayyiz (discrimination) takes
responsibility for doing it, the obligation is fulfilled, but if nobody in the
community does it, then all Muslims will be accountable to Allah (swt).
It is recommended to perform janazah prayers in a group (jamaah). For this
reason, try and attend funeral prayers even if you did not know the deceased
person.

standing

The entire janazah prayer is said standing (for those who are able to stand).
The rows may therefore be formed closer together than they would be for
other prayers. Form an odd number of rows, with at least three rows. In the
unlikely event that not enough people are present, one row is permissible.

shoes

Outdoors, shoes need not be removed. However, if you pray wearing shoes
then they must be clean. There is more care (ihtiyat) that one does not pray
while standing on the shoes. Remember to turn your cellphone off.

The body (mayt) should be in front of the imam, who stands by the centre of
the body if the mayt is a female and by the shoulder if the mayt is a male. If
the prayer is for more than one person, the bodies should be placed one in
front of the other, with male bodies nearest the imam and female ones further
away.
Like any other prayer, janazah prayers are offered facing the qibla (towards
Makkah) and begin with your intention. This can be as simple as intending to
pray four takbirs over the deceased person as a fard kifayah act. The intention
must coincide with the imam’s first takbir.
Prayers begin with the imam raising his hands and saying “Allahu akbar” aloud.
The imam then recites Surah Fatihah silently.
Rocket Science October 2013
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surah fatihah

The followers say “Allahu akbar” silently then recite Surah Fatihah, also
silently. The recitation of Surah Fatihah is wajib (obligatory) according to the
majority of the Islamic Scholars except the Hanafi school of thought. It is
recommended (mustahab) to say “Ameen” afterwards.
For the second takbir, the imam again says “Allahu akbar” aloud, then invokes
peace and blessings on the Prophet (saw). This is wajib.

salawat

The followers say “Allahu akbar” silently, then silently invoke peace and
blessings on the Prophet, as follows: “Allaahumma salli alaa Muhammadin wa
alaa aali Muhammadin kama sallayta alaa Ibraaheema wa alaa aali Ibraaheema
innaka hameedun majeed. Allahumma baarik alaa Muhammadin wa alaa aali
Muhammadin kamaa baarakta alaa Ibraheema wa alaa aali Ibraheema innaka
hameedun majeeed.”
This means: “Oh Allah, shower Your mercy upon Muhammad (upon him be
peace) and the followers of Muhammad (upon him be peace), as You showered
Your mercy upon Ibrahim (Alayhis salaam) and the followers of Ibrahim
(Alayhis salaam). Behold You are praiseworthy, glorious. Oh Allah, shower Your
blessing upon Muhammad (upon him be peace), as you showered Your
blessings upon Ibrahim (Alayhis salaam) and the followers of Ibrahim (Alayhis
salaam). Behold, You are praiseworthy, glorious.”
For the third takbir,
the imam again says
“Allahu akbar” aloud,
then says a
supplication (dua) for
the deceased person.

dua

The followers say
“Allahu akbar” silently,
then quietly make
their own supplication
for the deceased
person. This is a
sunnah supplication
and at its minimum
may be as simple as,
“Oh Allah, forgive this
deceased person.” It
may be said in your
own language.
A longer supplication is: “Allaahumma ighfir lihayyinaa, wa mayyitinaa, wa
shaahidinaa, wa ghaa-ibinaa, wa sagheerinaa, wa kabeerinaa, wa dhakarinaa
wa unthaanaa. Allaahumma man ahyaytahoo minnaa fa ahyihee alal islaam wa
man tawaffaytahoo minnaa fatawaffahoo alal iemaan.”
This means: “Oh Allah, forgive those of us that are alive and those of us that
are dead; those of us that are present, and those of us who are absent; those
of us that are young, and those of us that are adults; our males and females.
Oh Allah! Whomsoever of us You keep alive, let him live as a follower of Islam,
and whomsoever You cause to die, let him die as a believer.”
If the deceased person is a male child, the supplication is: “Allaahumma ij’alhu
lanaa faratan, wa j’alhu lanaa ajran wa dhukharn wa j’alhu shaafi’an
mujaaban.”
If it is a female child, the supplication is: “Allaahumma ij'alhaa lanaa faratan,
wa j’alhaa lanaa ajraan wa dhukhran wa j’alhaa shaafi’atan mujaabatan.”
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This means: “Oh Allah, make him/her [the child] a source for our salvation;
and make him/her a source of reward and treasure for us; and make him/her
an intercessor for us, and one whose intercession is accepted.”
For the fourth takbir, the imam again says “Allahu akbar” aloud, pauses, then
twice says aloud “Assalamu alaikum wa rahmatullah”, turning his head to the
right and left. The first time it is said is wajib and the second is sunnah.
Raising their hands for the fourth and final time, the followers say “Allahu
akbar” silently. They also say “Assalamu alaikum wa rahmatullah” twice,
turning their heads to the right and left. Janazah prayers are now concluded.
(This article has been reviewed by a member of the Ulama Council of New
Zealand.)

The Muslim burial area in Waikumete Cemetery, with the covered prayer
area in the foreground where janazah prayers may be performed in the
event of rain.
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The nature of iman
This is the second part of a series of articles on the Islamic way of life
from the writings of Sayyid Abul Ala Maududi.
The last article (in the August issue) briefly looked at the principles prescribing
the foundations of Islamic life. Now, let us look at what the Quran tells us
about man’s relationship with Allah (swt).
“Verily, Allah has purchased of the believers their lives and their properties for
(the price) that theirs shall be Paradise. They fight in Allah's cause, so they kill
(others) and are killed. It is a promise in truth which is binding on Him in the
Taurat (Torah) and the Injeel (Gospel) and the Quran. And who is truer to his
covenant than Allah? Then rejoice in the bargain which you have concluded.
That is the supreme success” (Quran 9:111).

iman

amanah

The above verse talks about the nature of the relationship between God and
man that comes into existence because of belief (iman, the act of reposing
faith in Allah swt), which is called a “bargain”. A contract has been formed
between God and man, by man giving up his life and properties in exchange
for Paradise in the hereafter. We need to delve deeper to understand this
concept of giving up life and properties in exchange for Paradise.
Allah (swt) owns everything in this world (dunya) including our properties.
Therefore there is no sale or purchase between God and man. Instead God,
being the owner of everything, has given man trust (amanah) in properties and
the riches of this world for a temporary period of time. It is man’s responsibility
to ensure that the riches given to him are used in an appropriate way that
conforms to God’s governance. However, what man does is his free will. He has
the choice to follow or not follow God’s path. If man follows the path of God
with regard to his riches, then he has fulfilled his bargain. That is, such a man
understands that he is not the owner of the riches and that God is the owner,
and thus he cannot do whatever he pleases which what has been given to him.
A man who makes this bargain is a believer (mu’min) and the contract is iman.
The one who does not conform to God’s ruling after acceptance of contract (ie
is in breach of contract), or does not agree to the contract, is considered a
kafir and the attempt to avoid the contract is known as kufr.
It is important to note that an accepted principle of Islamic law is that iman
refers to adherence to a set of doctrines and whoever follows it is a mu’min. No
man or society can claim that a man in adherence to the accepted norm of
principles is a non-believer or drive him out of the ummah.

a mustard seed
of iman

Abdullah bin Masud (ra) narrated that the
Messenger of Allah (saw) said, “None shall
enter the Fire (of Hell) who has in his heart
the weight of a mustard seed of iman and
none shall enter Paradise who has in his
heart the weight of a mustard seed of
pride” (Sahih Muslim).
In another narration by Abu Hurairah (ra),
the Prophet (saw) said, ”Iman has over
seventy branches, and modesty is a branch
of iman.”
If we are to fully follow the injunctions of our faith, then understanding and
implementing every aspect of it is vital.
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The universal message
Allah (swt) sent our Messenger Prophet (saw) with the true way of worshipping
Allah and the complete code of law which gives a man an honourable life in this
world and the hereafter, and gives him the highest level that a human can
attain.
The message of Islam was sent through the Prophet over a period of 23 years.
The Prophet completed his mission by inviting people to Islam.

all times, places,
peoples

Islam was not revealed for a certain time, place or people. In fact it was
revealed to all of mankind no matter where you are on earth – be it in New
Zealand, Greece or America. Allah says in the Quran: “Blessed is He who sent
down the criterion (between right and wrong) upon His servant that he may be
a warner to the worlds” (Surat al-Furqan: 1). He also said, “And We have not
sent you except comprehensively
to mankind as a bringer of good
tidings and a warner. But most of
the people do not know” (Surah
Saba: 28). And: “Say, (O
Muhammad), ‘O mankind, indeed I
am the Messenger of Allah to you
all, (from Him) to whom belongs
the dominion of the heavens and
the earth. There is no deity except
Him; He gives life and causes
death.’ So believe in Allah and His
messenger, the unlettered
prophet, who believes in Allah and
Hira cave, on Jabbal an-Nur, the site
His words, and follow him that you
of the first revelation
may be guided” (Surat al-A’raf:
158).
That the message of Islam is universal can be illustrated by the following three
points.
Islam in not difficult to believe or to act upon. Allah (swt) says in the Quran,
“Allah does not charge a soul except (with that within) its capacity” (Surat alBaqara: 286). “Allah intends for you ease and does not intend for you
hardship” (Surat al Baqara: 185). And: “He has not placed upon you in the
religion any difficulty” (Surat al-Hajj: 78).

religion is simple

In Sahih al-Bukhari, it is recorded that the Prophet (saw) said, “This religion is
easy. If anyone tries to make this religion difficult (upon himself), then it will
overcome him”. In Sahih Muslim, a hadith says, “The most beloved religion in
the sight of Allah is the pure and tolerant worship of Allah.”
The aspects that are not related to a time or place, such as matters of belief
and worship, have been thoroughly explained. No one can add or delete
anything from them. Aspects that are subject to change due to time or place,
for example war or politics, have been explained with general guidelines. These
general guidelines apply no matter what time or location. Therefore, it is
possible for leaders to establish truth and justice in their land regardless of
time or place.

preservation of
faith

The aim of Islamic teachings is to preserve faith, life, intellect, procreation, and
legitimate earnings. These goals are in line with the nature of mankind, easy
for one to follow, and fit for every time and age. Allah says in the Quran, “Say,
‘Who has forbidden the adornment of Allah which He has produced for His
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servants and the good (lawful) things of provision?’ Say, ‘They are for those
who believe during the worldly life (but) exclusively for them on the Day of
Resurrection.’ Thus do We detail the verses for a people who know. … Say, “My
Lord has only forbidden immoralities – what is apparent of them and what is
concealed – and sin, and oppression without right, and that you associate with
Allah that for which He has not sent down authority, and that you say about
Allah that which you do not know” (Surat al A’raf: 32-33).
And: “Those who follow the Messenger, the unlettered prophet, whom they find
written in what they have of the Torah and the Gospel, who enjoins upon them
what is right and forbids them what is wrong and makes lawful for them the
good things and prohibits for them the evil and relieves them of their burden
and the shackles which were upon them. So they who have believed in him,
honoured him, supported him and followed the light which was sent down with
him – it is those who will be the successful” (surat Al A’raf: 157).

intellectual
appeal

taqwa

Islam, being the first and the last religion, appeals to the intellect and to all
humanity irrespective of colour, race or nation. Whether you are a slave or a
king, you are treated alike. It does not matter whether you are rich or poor.
You are judged based on your piety. This is the creed that gave Hazrat Bilal
(ra), a black Abyssinian slave, pride of place in the front row in the sacred
masjids of both Makkah and Madinah right behind the Prophet. All the tribal
leaders, the rich and those of noble origin were to stand next to the slave who
was freed by the first caliph of Islam in order to relieve Hazrat Bilal from the
torture of the Quraish only because he embraced Islam.
That is the message of Islam to humanity.

The provision of polygamy
polygyny

pre-Islam

in other
scriptures
exception

Why is a man allowed to have more than one wife in Islam?
The Quranic ayah which refers to this is “Marry women of your choice, two, or
three, or four; but if ye fear that ye shall not be able to deal justly (with them),
then only one” (Surah An-Nisa, 3).
Firstly it is important to highlight the fact that the practice of polygamy did not
start with Islam. Before the Quran was revealed, there was no upper limit for
polygamy, and many men had scores of wives – some even hundreds. Islam
put an upper limit of four wives. Islam gives a man permission to marry two,
three or four women, but only on the condition that he deals justly with them.
In history, the practice of polygamy was present in all religious scriptures
before the Quran. Therefore this is not something which came in to existence
after the Quran was revealed.
Polygamy is not the rule in Islam, but an exception. Many people are under the
misconception that it is compulsory for a Muslim man to have more than one
wife.
Let us look at a few reasons on why polygamy is permissible in Islam.
The average lifespan of females is longer than that of males
Males and females are born in approximately equal numbers. However, the
ability of the female child to fight diseases is greater than the male child.

10
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mortality rates

tobacco, alcohol,
drugs
diseases
injuries

Paediatricians agree that at this stage there are more deaths of male children
than of female children making the number of females higher than the number
of males.
Wikipedia1 informs us that, “Women tend to have a lower mortality rate at
every age. … In the past, mortality rates for females in child-bearing age
groups were higher than for males at the same age. This is no longer the case,
and female human life expectancy is considerably higher than that of men. …
Historically, men have generally consumed more tobacco, alcohol and drugs
than females in most societies, and are more likely to die from many
associated diseases such as lung cancer, tuberculosis and cirrhosis of the
liver. Men are also more likely to die from injuries, whether unintentional (such
as occupational or war or car accidents) or intentional (suicide). Men are also
more likely to die from most of the leading causes of death (some already
stated above) than women. Some of these in the United States include: cancer
of the respiratory system, motor vehicle accidents, suicide, cirrhosis of the
liver, emphysema, and coronary heart disease. These far outweigh the female
mortality rate from breast cancer and cervical cancer etc.”
Thus at any given time one finds more widows in the world than widowers.
The graph (from
Wikipedia1) plots male
(horizontal) and female
(vertical) life
expectancy in many
countries, and the
whole world. The green
line represents equal
male and female
expectancy. Since, with
very few exceptions,
the (centres of the)
bubbles are to the left
of this line, female life
expectancy is higher
than male.
World female
population is more
than male population
Sheik Ahmed Deedat,
writing some years
ago, explains, “In the
USA, women
outnumber men by 7.8
million. New York alone
has one million more
females as compared
to the number of males, and of the male population of New York are one-third
gays, ie sodomites. Great Britain has four million more females as compared to
males. Germany has five million more females as compared to males. Russia
has nine million more females than males. God alone knows how many million
more females there are in the whole world as compared to males. Even if every
man got married to one woman, there would still be more than thirty million
females in USA who would not be able to get husbands. There would be more
than four million females in Great Britain, five million females in Germany and
nine million females in Russia alone who would not be able to find a husband.”
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The dignity of polygamy

affection

“And of His signs is that He created for you from yourselves mates that you
may find tranquillity in them; and He placed between you affection and mercy.
Indeed in that are signs for a people who give thought” (Surah Ar-Rum, 21).
Man and woman have been created sexual by nature. It is also proven
biologically that human beings seek affection. It is evident in the above
Quranic verse that human beings are created with affection between men and
women.
If every woman were to marry a man in the USA as an example, then an
unmarried woman would have few options. The options remaining for a lady is
that she either marries a man who already has a wife, or goes on the wrong
path. Remaining unmarried for the rest of her life is not an option because
there are human needs and wants which need to be satisfied. All those who are
modest will opt for the first.
You may ask then “What is the solution for all the women who cannot get
husbands?” The Quran gives the solution for the problem.
In Western society, it is common for a man to have mistresses and multiple
extra-marital affairs, in which case, the woman leads a disgraceful and
unprotected life. The same Western society, however, cannot accept a man
having more than one wife, in which women retain their honourable, dignified
position in society and lead a protected life.
Thus, the only two options for a woman who cannot find a husband are to
marry a married man or to go on the wrong path. Islam prefers giving women
the honourable position by permitting the first option and prohibiting the
second. Therefore it uplifts the status of the woman and does not degrade her.

polyandry

Why is a woman not allowed to have more than one husband in Islam?
Because then it would be impossible to determine the biological father of any
children. In Islam, fathers are responsible for their children, who may carry
their names to show their fatherhood, eg Muhammad bin [son of] Abdullah.
1 en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_countries_by_life_expectancy

New Seekers Circle in Auckland
A new Seekers Circle, entitled Etiquettes of the Seeker, is starting on 18
October at 7 pm at Auckland Regional Migrant Services Centre, Three Kings
Plaza, 532 Mt Albert Road.
Many Muslims, especially converts, ask themselves the important question,
“What should I study?” But before asking this, there is another very important
question to find the answer to, which is “How do I study?”
Imam al-Zarnuji, writing in the 5th century Hijra (12th century CE), answered
this important question with his book entitled Instructing the Student on the
Manner of Learning (Ta’līm al-Muta’allim Tarīq al-Ta’allum).
This new webcast 10-week course will delve into this amazing book to unlock
some of the secrets of attaining knowledge. The lecturer will be Imam Afroz
Ali.

12
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First Slovenian mosque
44 years in the making
Slovenia is in southern Central
Europe bordering Italy, Austria,
Croatia and Hungary. It has a
population of two million people,
of which about 50,000 are
Muslims, making Islam the
second largest religion. Most
Slovenian Muslims are from
Bosnia, Kosovo, and Macedonia.

religious
tolerance
pluralism

Al-Jazeera1 reports that the
foundation stone for the
country’s first mosque was laid
on 14 September in the capital,
Ljubljana. The ceremony was
attended by Slovenian Prime
Minister Alenka Bratusek and
10,000 others. He called it a “symbolic victory against all forms of religious
intolerance”, pointing out that Europe would not be as culturally rich without
Islam. Mufti Nedzad Grabus added, “We are happy to be starting this civic
project in Ljubljana, which will thus become a better-known and a
more pluralistic city.”
“This means the world to me. We will have a proper place to pray, rather than
using various public halls,” said Sahra Kacar, who was born in 1969, the same
year as the first official
petition to build the mosque.
Construction was delayed
because of various petitions
against it by local officials
who wanted a referendum.
However, Slovenia's
Constitutional Court ruled
against it on the grounds of
religious freedom.
Insha Allah, building will
begin in November and finish
in 2016. The cost of the
project, which includes a
Muslim cultural centre, is $16 m, 70 percent of which will be met by Qatar.
1 Slovenia starts work on its first mosque
www.aljazeera.com/news/europe/2013/09/2013914161756283157.html
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Voice of Islam
VOI delivers the message of Islam based on the
teachings of the Noble Quran and the Sunnah
(practices) of the Prophet Muhammad (saw). The show
neither delivers nor promotes any political, national, ethnic, social or class
perspective – its focus is purely on dawah and deen-al-Islam (the Islamic
faith/way of life).
VOI television is broadcast on:







Face TV in Auckland (11.30am Sat; 12.30 pm Wed)
SKYTV CH 83 in New Zealand (11.30am Sat; 12.30 pm Wed)
CTV in Christchurch (see TV guide for times)
Channel 9 in Dunedin (see TV guide for times)
MAITV in Fiji (see TV guide for times)
METRO TV in Ghana, West Africa (see TV guide for times)

28 September & 2 October
Quran 109: 1-6
LECTURE: Deen - a way of life for the Muslims by Sheikh Yusuf Estes
DOCUMENTARY: Signs of the last day part 3 by Harun Yahya
NO STONE UNTURNED: The day of judgement by Bilal Dannoun
5 & 9 October
Quran 51: 56-60 purpose of life
LECTURE: Gratitude to the Merciful by Sr. Yasmin Mogahed
DOCUMENTARY: The truth of the life of this world part 1 by Harun Yahya
NO STONE UNTURNED: Hajj by Bilal Dannoun
12 & 16 October
Quran 55: 1-13 Al rahman - the Most Gracious
FEATURE: The way of the Muslim part 1 by Sheikh Yusuf Estes
Tid Bits: Hajj by Sheikh Yusuf Estes
DOCUMENTARY: The truth of the life of this world part 2 by Harun Yahya
19 & 23 October
Quran 55: 1-13 Al rahman - the Most Gracious
FEATURE: The way of the Muslim part 2 by Sheikh Yusuf Estes
NO STONE UNTURNED: Festivals by Bilal Dannoun
DOCUMENTARY: The truth of the life of this world part 3 by Harun Yahya
26 & 30 October
Quran 55: 1-13 Al Rahman - the Most Gracious
My Path to Islam: by Sr Rhonda Cowell-Bari
DOCUMENTARY: The truth of the life of this world part 4 by Harun Yahya
Watch VOI online, or order a free copy of the Quran: www.voitv.org
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Auckland prayer timetable for October 2013
(from www.islamicFinder.org. For other cities in New Zealand, see
www.fianz.co.nz).

Date
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

Let the free
women, the
virgins, and the
menstruating
women go out to
attend the Eid
prayer, and
witness the good
and the
supplication of
the believers. As
for the
menstruating
women, they
should stay away
from the musalla
(ie should not
participate in the
prayer itself).”
(hadith)

Fajr
5:29
5:27
5:26
5:24
5:22
5:21
5:19
5:17
5:17
5:14
5:13
5:11
5:09
5:08
5:06
5:04
5:03
5:01
4:59
4:58
4:56
4:55
4:55
4:53
4:50
4:48
4:47
4:45
4:44
4:42
4:41

Sunrise Dhuhr
6:57
1:11
6:55
1:11
6:54
1:10
6:52
1:10
6:51
1:10
6:49
1:10
6:48
1:09
6:47
1:09
6:47
1:09
6:44
1:08
6:42
1:08
6:41
1:08
6:39
1:08
6:38
1:07
6:37
1:07
6:35
1:07
6:34
1:07
6:33
1:07
6:31
1:06
6:30
1:06
6:29
1:06
6:27
1:06
6:27
1:06
6:26
1:06
6:24
1:05
6:22
1:05
6:21
1:05
6:20
1:05
6:19
1:05
6:18
1:05
6:17
1:05

Asr 1
4:43
4:43
4:44
4:44
4:44
4:44
4:45
4:45
4:45
4:45
4:46
4:46
4:46
4:46
4:47
4:47
4:47
4:47
4:48
4:48
4:48
4:48
4:48
4:49
4:49
4:49
4:50
4:50
4:50
4:50
4:51

Asr 2
5:38
5:38
5:39
5:39
5:40
5:40
5:41
5:42
5:42
5:43
5:43
5:44
5:44
5:45
5:45
5:46
5:46
5:47
5:48
5:48
5:49
5:49
5:49
5:50
5:51
5:52
5:52
5:53
5:53
5:54
5:54

Maghrib
7:25
7:26
7:27
7:28
7:28
7:29
7:30
7:31
7:31
7:33
7:34
7:35
7:36
7:37
7:37
7:38
7:39
7:40
7:41
7:42
7:43
7:44
7:44
7:45
7:47
7:48
7:49
7:50
7:51
7:52
7:53

Isha
8:48
8:49
8:50
8:51
8:52
8:53
8:54
8:55
8:55
8:57
8:58
9:00
9:01
9:02
9:03
9:04
9:05
9:07
9:08
9:09
9:10
9:11
9:11
9:13
9:15
9:17
9:18
9:19
9:20
9:22
9:23

Asr 1: Maliki, Shafii and Hanbali schools (single shadow length)
Asr 2: Hanafi school (double shadow length)
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Credits
Rocket Science is a monthly newsletter produced by the Mount
Albert Islamic Trust.
Rocket Science editorial board
Editor in chief: Dr Adam Brown
Board members / writers: Azoora Ali, Tazkiya Ali, Nishaad
Haniffa, Abdur Rahaman, Sheed Ali, Dr Sharif M A Fattah, Syed Akbar Kamal, Hady Osman
Circulation manager: Sharif Nazre Hannan Saadi
Disclaimer: Any material or information posted on the Rocket Science mailing list is the sole
responsibility of the writer or contributor. The Mount Albert Masjid Board of Trustees, Rocket
Science list owner, moderator(s) and editor(s) have no obligation to, and may not, review or agree
with any item of material or information that anyone makes available through the Rocket Science
list, and the Mount Albert Masjid Board of Trustees, Rocket Science list owner, moderator(s) and
editor(s) are not responsible for any content of the material or information.
Postal Address: P O Box 16138, Sandringham, Auckland
Phone: (+64)(9) 629 4222
Email: mtalbertmasjid@gmail.com
Website: www.mtalbertislamiccentre.org
Bank
Branch
Address
Bank phone
Account name
Account no

Kiwibank
St Lukes
Shop 791 Westfield Shopping Ctr, St Lukes, Auckland 1025
(+64)(9) 846 3887
Mount Albert Islamic Trust
38-9009-0739910-01

Why attend Rocket Park jumuah?

Central location

Plenty of free parking

Facilities for ladies

Bayaan (religious talk) before jumuah prayers

All bayaan and khutbah in English
NB We are only open for Friday prayers – not for the five daily prayers.
In December 2010, the Senior Citizens’ Association building, Rocket Park, New North Road,
Mount Albert, was closed for renovation by the Auckland City Council. Following these
renovations, we believe we are the only jumuah in New Zealand with air-conditioning and heating.

Subscribing/unsubscribing
If you have received this newsletter and want to unsubscribe (ie do not want to receive future
issues), please send an email to masjidnews@gmail.com with “Unsubscribe” in the subject line.
Vice versa, if you have received this newsletter indirectly, and would like to have future issues sent
to your email address each month, please send an email to masjidnews@gmail.com with
“Subscribe” in the subject line.

Back issues of Rocket Science
Missed an issue of Rocket Science? All our monthly issues are available online at the Mount Albert
Islamic Trust website: www.mtalbertislamiccentre.org

Swt, saw, as, ra
swt : subhanahu wa ta’ala “Glory to Him, the Exalted” (when mentioning Allah)
saw : salallahu alaihi wassalam “May the blessings and peace of Allah be upon him” (when mentioning Muhammad)
as: alaihis salam “Peace be on him” (when mentioning other prophets)
ra : radi allahu anhu/ha/hum “May Allah be pleased with him/her/them” (when mentioning members of Muhammad’s family,
companions, etc)
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